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Abstract. The fusion of input and guidance images that have a tradeoff
in their information (e.g., hyperspectral and RGB image fusion or pan-
sharpening) can be interpreted as one general problem. However, previ-
ous studies applied a task-specific handcrafted prior and did not address
the problems with a unified approach. To address this limitation, in this
study, we propose a guided deep decoder network as a general prior.
The proposed network is composed of an encoder-decoder network that
exploits multi-scale features of a guidance image and a deep decoder net-
work that generates an output image. The two networks are connected
by feature refinement units to embed the multi-scale features of the guid-
ance image into the deep decoder network. The proposed network allows
the network parameters to be optimized in an unsupervised way without
training data. Our results show that the proposed network can achieve
state-of-the-art performance in various image fusion problems.
Keywords: Deep Image Prior, Deep Decoder, Image Fusion, Hyper-
spectral Image, Super-resolution, Pansharpening.
1 Introduction
Some image fusion tasks address the fusion of image pairs in the same modality.
The tasks consider a pair of images that capture the same region but have a
tradeoff between the two images (Fig. 1). For example, a low spatial resolution
hyperspectral (LR-HS) image has greater spectral resolution at lower spatial
resolution [46]. However, an RGB image acquires much lower spectral resolution
at higher spatial resolution. Likewise, panchromatic and multispectral (MS) im-
ages have a tradeoff between spatial and spectral resolution [35]. No-flash images
capture ambient illumination, but are very noisy, while flash images capture arti-
ficial light, but are less noisy [29]. Image fusion enables an image that overcomes
the tradeoff to be generated. Hyperspectral super-resolution or pansharpening
aims to generate a high resolution (HR) HS or MS image. The denoising of a
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Fig. 1: Illustration of image pair fusion of the same modality.
no-flash image with a flash image can be also interpreted as a special case of
image fusion.
Although these tasks share a common goal (i.e., enhancing input images with
the help of guidance images), the tasks have been studied independently. This
occurs because a different handcrafted prior is considered to incorporate the
specific property of an output image. In HS super-resolution, a prior exploiting
the low-rankness of HS has been extensively used [47,8,21]. In pansharpening, a
prior representing a spatial smoothness has been considered [27]. The denoising
task assumes that the spatial structure of a restored image is similar to that
of a guidance image [29]. While these handcrafted priors share the same goal,
the priors need to be designed for each task to exploit the specific properties of
data. It is highly desirable to develop a prior applicable to various image fusion
problems.
Deep learning (DL) approaches avoid the assumption of explicit priors for
each specific task. Although network architectures themselves need to be hand-
crafted, properly designed network architectures have shown to solve various
problems [31,16]. Most DL approaches rely on training data. However, for pan-
sharpening and hyperspectral super-resolution, it is difficult to collect a large
size of training data including reference (i.e., HR-HS or HR-MS) because of the
cost or hardware limitation. Thus, previous studies [43,32] have frequently used
synthetic data for training, which may have limited generalization performance.
In addition, different sensors provide different spectral response functions. Net-
works trained on data acquired by a particular sensor may not work well on new
data acquired by a different sensor.
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A natural question arises: is it possible to use DL approaches without training
data? Ulyanov et al. [34] have shown that network architectures have inductive
bias and can be used as deep image prior (DIP) without any training data.
This intriguing property of DIP has been successfully used for various prob-
lems [14,45,33]. In [34], the guided denoising task of flash and no-flash image
pair has been addressed using a no-flash image as an input and a flash image
as an output. Although this approach can be potentially used to address the
problems shown in Fig. 1, the network architecture does not fully exploit the
semantic features or image details of a guidance image. It is still unclear how
the network architecture is conditioned on the features of a guidance image.
Although DIP has great potential, the uncertainties limit DIP to achieve state-
of-the-art (SOTA) performance in various image fusion problems.
As discussed above, previous studies face two major problems (task-specific
handcrafted priors and requirement of training data) to address various image
fusion problems in a unified framework. In this study, we propose a new network
architecture, called a guided deep decoder (GDD), that overcomes the problems
and can achieve SOTA performance in different image fusion problems. Specif-
ically, the proposed network architecture is composed of two networks where
one encoder-decoder network is designed to extract multi-scale semantic fea-
tures from a guidance image, while another deep decoder network generates an
output image from random noise. The two networks are connected by feature
refinement units incorporating attention gates to embed the multi-scale features
of the guidance image into the deep decoder network.
The contributions of this paper are as follows. (1) We propose a new unsu-
pervised DL method that does not require training data and can be adapted to
different image fusion tasks in a unified framework. We achieve SOTA results for
various image fusion problems. (2) We propose a new network architecture as
a regularizer for unsupervised image fusion problems. The attention gates used
in the proposed architecture guide the generation of an output image using the
multi-scale semantic features from a guidance image. The guidance of the multi-
scale features can lead to an effective regularizer for an ill-posed optimization
problem.
2 Related work
Most of the previous works have independently addressed one of the image fu-
sion problems shown in Fig. 1, although the common goal is to generate an
image that overcomes the tradeoff. This study focuses on the data acquired in
the same modality and is different from the image fusion problems of different
modalities where the sensor captures different physical quantities (e.g., fusion
of RGB images and depth maps [24]). To address the ill-posed fusion problems,
similar approaches have been developed for different image fusion tasks.
Classical approach: The classical approach is to specifically design a hand-
crafted prior for each task. For example, handcrafted priors exploiting the low-
rankness or sparsity of HS have been developed for HS and MS image fusion
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problems [47,19,20,41]. In panchromatic and MS image fusion, the handcrafted
priors, which assume that the spatial details of PAN are similar to those of MS,
have been widely used [22,27,12,7]. In addition, flash and no-flash image fusion
uses a prior that promotes similar spatial details between the paired image [29].
The classical approach can reconstruct an enhanced image without any training
data by explicitly assuming prior knowledge. However, the priors designed for
a specific task may not be effective when they are applied to other tasks. In
addition, an optimization method needs to be tailored for a different prior.
Supervised DL approach: DL methods that use training data have re-
cently achieved SOTA performance in different image fusion problems. DL meth-
ods are usually built upon a popular network (e.g., [31,16]). In the HS and RGB
image fusion, DL methods use LR-HS and RGB images as an input and an HR-
HS image as an output and learn the mapping function between the inputs and
the output [43,9]. Similarly, in pansharpening, the methods consider panchro-
matic and LR-MS images as an input and HR-MS as an output and learn the
mapping function [32,42,44]. As long as training data are available, DL meth-
ods can be potentially applied to different image fusion problems in a unified
framework by slightly changing the network architecture or the loss function.
However, it may be difficult to acquire training data, including reference data,
for HS or MS images because of the cost or hardware limitation.
Unsupervised DL approach: To bridge the gap between the classical and
supervised DL approaches, an unsupervised DL approach has been considered in
some studies. The unsupervised DL methods have been developed to address the
HS and RGB image fusion problem [30,13]. In [30,13], the network architecture
has been specifically designed to exploit the property of the HS image and dif-
ferent handcrafted priors have been combined to achieve optimal performance.
However, it may not achieve SOTA performance in other tasks because of the
specifically designed network and handcrafted priors. DIP that can apply DL in
an unsupervised way has been recently developed by [34] and has been applied
for a variety of problems [14,45,33]. Although DIP can be potentially applied for
various image fusion problems, it has not been explored yet. The simple appli-
cation of DIP cannot achieve SOTA performance in different image fusion tasks,
which is shown in the following experiments. Our study borrows the idea of DIP
and proposes a robust network architecture that achieves SOTA performance in
these tasks.
3 Methodology
3.1 Problem formulation
Let us denote a low resolution or noisy input image Y ∈ RC×w×h and a guidance
image G ∈ Rc×W×H where C, W , and H represent the number of channels, the
image width, and the image height, respectively. When considering HS super-
resolution or pansharpening, w  W , h  H, and c  C. In the unsupervised
image fusion problem, the corresponding output X ∈ RC×W×H can be estimated
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Fig. 2: The structure of a guided deep decoder. The semantic features are ex-
tracted from the guidance image by the U-net like encoder-decoder network. The
blue layers represent the features of the encoder. The red layers represent the
features of the decoder. The green layers represent the features of the deep de-
coder network. The semantic features of G are used to guide the features of the
deep decoder in the upsampling and feature refinement units (URU and FRU).
by solving the following optimization problem:
min
X
L (X,Y,G) +R (X) , (1)
where L is a loss function that is different for each task. Because the problem is
ill-posed, existing methods commonly add the handcrafted regularization term
R. However, the task-specific regularization term (e.g., low-rank property of HS
images) cannot be easily applied to other tasks. Instead of using the handcrafted
regularization terms, DIP estimates X using a convolutional neural network
(CNN)-based mapping function as:
X = fθ (Z) , (2)
where fθ represents the mapping function with the network parameters θ, Z is
the input representing the random code tensor. The optimization problem can
be rewritten as:
min
θ
L (fθ (Z) ,Y,G) . (3)
In this formulation, only one input image Y and a guidance image G are used for
the optimization problem; thus, training data are not required. X is regularized
by the implicit prior of the network architecture. Different types of architectures
can lead to different regularizers. The architecture that effectively incorporates
multi-scale spatial details and semantic features of the guidance image can be a
powerful regularizer for the optimization problem. In the following section, we
propose a new architecture, called the guided deep decoder, as a regularizer that
can be used for various image fusion problems.
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Fig. 3: The structure of upsampling and feature refinement units.
3.2 Guided deep decoder (GDD)
GDD is composed of an encoder-decoder network with skip connections and
a deep decoder network, as shown in Fig. 2. The encoder-decoder network is
similar to the architecture of U-net [31] and produces the features of a guidance
image at multiple scales. The multi-scale features represent hierarchical semantic
features of the guidance image from low to high levels. The semantic features
are used to guide the parameter estimation in the deep decoder. Let Γk denote
the features of the encoder at the kth scale, Ξk denotes the kth-scale features
in the decoder part of the encoder-decoder network. The mapping function is
conditioned on the multi-scale features as fθ (Z|Γ1, · · · ,ΓK ,Ξ1, · · · ,ΞK). The
multi-scale features are incorporated in the deep decoder by the two proposed
units shown in Fig. 3.
Upsampling refinement unit (URU). Upsampling is a vital part of DIP [5].
Bilinear or nearest neighbor upsampling promotes piecewise constant patches or
smoothness across all channels [17]. However, the prior is too strong to recover
exact spatial structures or boundaries of an image. Although this problem is
alleviated using skip connections, the spatial details of a guidance image are
still lost in the features of the decoder. URU incorporates an attention gate for
weighting the features derived after upsampling and channel-wise normalization
(CN) in the deep decoder. The features from the guidance image are gated by
a 1 × 1 convolution (Conv), a leaky rectified linear unit (LeakyRelu), and a
sigmoid activation layer (Sigmoid) to preserve the spatial locality of the features
and generate the conditional weights. Given the features of the deep decoder F,
the transformation is carried out as:
URU (F|Γk) = F⊗ Γk, (4)
where ⊗ represents the element-wise multiplication. Note that the dimensions
of F and Γk are the same at each scale. Both channel-wise and spatial-wise
conditional weights are considered in URU.
Feature refinement unit (FRU). FRU is different from URU in that the
features of the deep decoder are weighted by the high-level semantic features
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of the guidance image. FRU promotes the semantic alignment with the features
of the guidance image, while URU promotes similar spatial locality. Using an
attention gate, the high-level features are gated by a 1× 1 convolution, a leaky
rectified linear unit, and a sigmoid activation layer to generate the conditional
weights. FRU transforms the features of the deep decoder as follows:
FRU (F|Ξk) = F⊗Ξk. (5)
Note that the dimensions of F and Ξk are the same at each scale. The features
of the deep decoder are weighted in URU and FRU, which leads to a deep prior
that can more explicitly exploit the spatial details or semantic features of the
guidance image than DIP.
3.3 GDD and existing network architectures
GDD is closely related to existing network architectures. URU and FRU in GDD
generate multiplicative transformation parameters from the guidance image for
the spatial and channel-wise feature modulation. A similar feature modulation
has been also used in [38,11,4,28,23]. In [38], affine transformation parameters
have been generated from segmentation probability maps for the feature mod-
ulation to achieve more realistic textures in image super-resolution. The affine
transformation has been also considered in the style transfer [18]. Although the
affine transformation considers the scaling and bias values, URU and FRU con-
sider only the scaling values because we find that similar results can be obtained
at lower computational cost for unsupervised optimization problems.
The conditional weights can be also interpreted as attention layers across all
channels. In [11,26,4], attention gates are incorporated to refine the spatial details
and highlight salient features. The conditional attention weights are generated
from a label map for semantic image synthesis [23]. GDD is closely related to
the conditional attention weights in that it uses the multi-scale features from
a guidance image to generate the conditional attention weights. However, all of
the aforementioned studies consider and require a large size of training data.
The network architectures have not been fully explored as a regularizer for the
unsupervised optimization problems. Our study is different from previous studies
in that it uses the network architecture as a regularizer to solve a variety of
unsupervised image fusion problems.
3.4 Loss Function
The loss function is different for each task. In this section, the loss functions
used for HS super-resolution, pansharpening, and denoising are discussed.
HS super-resolution. When fusing RGB and HS images, the loss function is
usually designed to preserve the spectral information from the HS image while
keeping the spatial information from the RGB image. For simplicity, the matrix
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forms of X,Y,G are denoted as X˜ ∈ RC×WH , Y˜ ∈ RC×wh, and G˜ ∈ Rc×WH ,
respectively. Given the estimated HR-HS X˜, the loss function can be defined as:
L (X,Y,G) = µ‖X˜S− Y˜‖2F + ‖RX˜− G˜‖2F , (6)
where ‖ · ‖F is the Frobenius norm, S is the spatial downsampling with blurring
and R is the spectral response function that integrates the spectra into R, G,
B channels. The first term encourages the spectral similarity between the spa-
tially downsampled X and Y. The second term encourages the spatial similarity
between the spectrally downsampled X and G. µ is a scalar controlling the bal-
ance between the two terms. The loss function has been widely used with the
handcrafted priors in the HS super-resolution [21,47] because the optimization
problem is highly ill-posed. Our approach differs from those used in previous
studies because it uses GDD as a regularizer.
Pansharpening. Like HS super-resolution, pansharpening also considers two
terms that balance the tradeoff between spatial and spectral information. Al-
though the first term in (6) can be also used for the loss function of pansharpen-
ing, the second term may not be effective. This is because the spectral response
function of the pansharpening image may partially cover the spectral range cap-
tured by the MS image. Thus, the second term cannot effectively measure the
spatial similarity between panchromatic and MS images. To address the problem,
the second term measuring the spatial similarity is defined as follows:
L (X,Y,G) = µ‖X˜S− Y˜‖2F + |DOX˜− OG˜|, (7)
where Y˜ is the MS image, G˜ is the panchromatic image expanded to the same
number of bands of X˜, OX˜ is the image gradient of X˜, OG˜ is the image gradient
of G˜, | · | is the l1 norm, and D is the diagonal matrix to weight each channel
of OX˜ so that the magnitude of X˜ is scaled to that of OG˜. Note that D can be
learned with other parameters within the GDD optimization framework. The l1
norm is chosen because this norm more explicitly encourages the edges of the
output and guidance images to be similar than other norms (e.g., l2 norm). The
first term encourages the spectral similarity while the second term promotes the
spatial similarity. A similar loss function has been also explored in [6].
Denoising. For the denoising of the no-flash image, the following loss function
was used:
L (X,Y) = ‖X˜− Y˜‖2F , (8)
where Y˜ is the no-flash image. Only X˜, Y˜ are considered in the loss function. G˜
is considered only in the network architecture because in the detail transfer of
the flash and no-flash images, the spatial structures or colors are not necessarily
consistent [29]. To fairly compare the results derived by DIP [34], we adopt the
same loss function.
Different handcrafted priors are usually considered with task-specific loss
functions. As a result, an optimization framework can be also different for each
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Fig. 4: Comparison of DD, DIP, and GDD. The left figure shows PSNR at differ-
ent iterations. The right figure shows the images derived at the 5000 iterations.
From top to bottom, RGB images, enlarged RGB images, and the error maps of
the compared methods.
task. Our approach is different from the previous studies in that GDD is used
as a common prior for all of the tasks in a unified optimization framework.
4 Comparison between DD, DIP, and GDD
In this section, we show the comparison between a deep decoder (DD), DIP, and
GDD to discuss how GDD outperforms the compared methods. The pansharp-
ening problem was chosen to evaluate the methods as an example. Extensive
experiments, including other applications, are shown in the following section.
Fig. 4 shows peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) at different iterations. DD uses
a tensor representing random noise as an input. DD corresponds to the deep
decoder part in GDD. DD is considered for comparison to validate whether the
features guided by the encoder-decoder network are really useful. DIP (Z) repre-
sents the deep image prior that uses a random tensor as an input, while DIP (G)
uses a guidance image (i.e., panchromatic imagery) as an input in the encoder-
decoder network. Because DD considers only the decoder part, the information
lost in the process of upsampling cannot be recovered. DIP(Z) can use the fea-
tures derived by a skip connection as a bias term and try to compensate for the
lost information. This led to slightly better results of DIP(Z). GDD and DIP (G)
that incorporate the guidance image produced high PSNR at early iterations.
This shows that the use of the guidance image leads to the high quality of the
HR-MS image at fewer iterations. Although both GDD and DIP (G) use the
guidance image, GDD considerably outperformed DIP in terms of PSNR. Fig. 4
also shows the RGB images of the reconstructed images, the enlarged RGB, and
the corresponding error maps. The enlarged RGB image derived from DD is
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Fig. 5: Examples of the conditional weights of different channels used in the
attention gates.
blurred. The image derived by DIP (Z) is also blurred and the texture is not
correctly recovered. In the highly ill-posed optimization problem, the deep prior
that does not incorporate the guidance image cannot produce satisfactory re-
sults. DIP (G) performs better than DD or DIP (Z). However, the small objects
or boundaries of the image are missing in the reconstructed image. GDD pre-
served the small objects or boundaries more explicitly than DIP (G), which led
to smaller errors. In addition, GDD produced smaller errors in the homogeneous
regions of the objects.
Reasons why GDD is a good regularizer. We argue that GDD works as a
better regularizer than DIP (G) for the following two reasons:
1. Upsampling refinement: The bilinear upsampling used in DIP and GDD
causes a strong bias to promote piecewise smoothness and tends to wash away the
small objects or boundaries. GDD differs from DIP because it uses an attention
gate to weight the features derived by the upsampling. The attention gate enables
the small objects or boundaries to be aware by the conditional weights shown in
Fig. 5. Owing to attention gates, GDD can reconstruct spatial details.
2. Feature refinement at multiple scales: DIP uses the guidance image as
an input in the hourglass architecture. In DIP, the features of each layer in the
decoder part of the architecture are conditioned using only the features of the
previous layer. GDD enables the features of each layer in the decoder part to
be conditioned on the semantic features from the guidance image at multiple
scales. The attention gates at multiple scales emphasize salient features within
each layer, leading to the semantic alignment between the output image and the
guidance image.
5 Experiments
In this section, we show how GDD works as a regularizer for different image fu-
sion problems. Because of the limited space, only the selected results are shown
in the main document. Additional results are shown in the supplementary ma-
terial. The network architecture of GDD has been fixed for all of the following
experiments to validate the robustness of GDD as a regularizer. It is possible to
carefully tune the network architecture for each task. However, we believe that
the fixed network architecture that works well for different tasks is more impor-
tant than a carefully tuned architecture that obtains the best performance only
Guided deep decoder 11
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Fig. 6: First row: reference and RGB images of the reconstructed HS. The se-
lected results are from chart and staffed toy in the CAVE data. Second row: The
corresponding error maps.
for a specific task. In the following experiments, DIP used the guidance image
as an input and the same loss function with GDD for fair comparison.
5.1 Hyperspectral super-resolution
Dataset. The CAVE dataset5 was chosen for the experiments because it has
been extensively used to evaluate HS super-resolution methods [8,30,13,43]. The
CAVE dataset consists of HR-HS images that were acquired in 32 indoor scenes
with controlled illumination. Each HR-HS image has the spatial size of 256×256
with 31 bands representing the reflectance of materials in the scene. We followed
the experimental setup of [43], i.e., the generation of the LR-HS image from
the HR-HS image by averaging over 32 × 32 pixel blocks and the generation of
the RGB image by spectral downsampling on the basis of the spectral response
function. The proposed GDD does not require training data. However, for fair
comparison with the supervised DL method, we chose 12 images for the test,
and the rest of the images were used for training as done in [43].
Compared methods. The compared SOTA methods include the matrix/tensor
related methods (CNMF [47], BSR [1], NSSR [10] and NLSTF [8]), the super-
vised DL method (MHF [43]), and the unsupervised DL methods (UDL [13],
uSDN [30] and DIP [34]). Among all methods, only MHF required training data.
To quantitatively validate the results, four different criteria were used. The
criteria are the root mean square error (RMSE), spectral angle (SA), structural
similarity (SSIM [40]), and the relative dimensionless global error in synthesis
(ERGAS [37]).
Results. Table 1 shows the average results of all test images. The performance
of BSR and uSDN was worse than those of other methods because the two
methods do not assume that the downsampling matrix is available a priori.
GDD outperformed other unsupervised HS super-resolution methods and was
even competitive with the trained DL method (i.e., MHF). This shows that
5 http://www1.cs.columbia.edu/CAVE/databases/
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Fig. 7: First row: RGB images of the pansharpened MS images. Second row: The
enlarged RGB images. Third row: The corresponding error maps.
the proposed network architecture is an effective regularizer for the HS super-
resolution problem. Fig. 6 shows the RGB images of the reconstructed HS images
and the error maps. In general, GDD produced lower errors than other methods.
The noticeable difference between DIP and GDD is that the errors of DIP are
significantly larger at the edges of the image than those of GDD. This implies
that GDD properly incorporates the spatial details or semantic features of the
guidance image, leading to the edge-preserving image.
Table 1: Quantitative results of different metrics on the CAVE dataset. ↓ shows
lower is better while ↑ shows higher is better.
CNMF BSR NLSTF NSSR UDL uSDN MHF DIP GDD
RMSE↓ 3.4557 5.2030 2.9414 2.4247 2.7971 4.9289 2.0827 3.1589 2.0213
ERGAS↓ 0.5347 0.7318 0.4144 0.3696 0.3650 0.7723 0.3062 0.4597 0.3041
SA↓ 7.0801 13.1719 8.9825 7.4138 6.9816 12.4995 6.0100 7.6734 5.5740
SSIM↑ 0.9760 0.9524 0.9805 0.9770 0.9733 0.9385 0.9874 0.9621 0.9869
5.2 Pansharpening
Dataset. Four different image scenes covering agriculture, urban, forest or mix-
tures of these were chosen for the experiments. The images were acquired by
the WorldView-2. Each MS image is composed of 8 bands representing spectral
reflectance. The spatial resolution of the MS image is 2 m while that of the
panchromatic image is 0.5 m. Each panchromatic image has one band that par-
tially covers the spectral range of the MS image. Synthetic MS and panchromatic
images were generated by spatially downsampling the original resolution MS and
panchromatic images by the factor of 4. Bicubic downsampling was used. The
original resolution MS image was used as reference data. This is the common
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approach called Wald’s protocol [36] to generate reference data because reference
data (i.e., HR-MS image) are not available [12,44].
Compared methods. The compared SOTA methods include three unsuper-
vised pansharpening methods (BDSD [15], MTF-GLP [35], SIRF [6]) and four
supervised DL methods (DRPNN [42], PanNet [44], PNN [25], PNN+ [32]). The
supervised DL methods achieved the SOTA performance. However, the gener-
alization performance of the supervised DL methods is still limited if training
data are acquired by a different sensor or in different regions. Training data must
be carefully prepared for the supervised DL methods. In this study, we divided
each image scene into training and test data acquired by the same sensor. This
produces a favorable condition for the supervised DL methods and can be used
to validate whether the unsupervised GDD can be comparable to the supervised
DL methods.
To qualitatively validate the performance of the methods, the synthetic data
(i.e., reduced spatial resolution images) and real data (i.e., original spatial resolu-
tion images) were used. Four different criteria were used for evaluation. Similar to
the experiments of the HS super-resolution, ERDAS and SA were also considered
in pansharpening. In addition, the eight-band extension of average universal im-
age quality index (Q8 [39,3]), and spatial correlation coefficient (SCC [48]) were
used for evaluation. In pansharpening, there are also criteria to validate the per-
formance of the methods on the original spatial resolution images without using
reference data. The criteria include a spectral quality index (Dλ) and a spatial
quality index (DS), and the joint spectral and spatial quality with no reference
(QNR [2]). The criteria were used to validate the methods using real data (i.e.,
original spatial resolution of images).
Results. Table 2 shows the average results of all test images. When using the
synthetic data with reference data, GDD outperformed other existing methods
in terms of all criteria. This showed that GDD reconstructed an HR-MS image
that has better quality of both spectral and spatial information. Fig. 7 shows
RGB of the reconstructed MS images, the enlarged RGB images, and the cor-
responding error maps. Although PanNet, PNN, or DRPNN generated sharp
edges in the reconstructed images, the spectral information was distorted, which
led to the colors that are different from the reference. DIP produced blurred
results especially at the edges of the reconstructed images. GDD preserved the
spectral information while producing similar spatial details with reference data.
This led to lower errors in the reconstructed image. Real images (original res-
olution images) were also used to evaluate the reconstructed images, as shown
in Table 2. DIP produced the lowest value in terms of Dλ. This shows that the
spectra reconstructed by DIP are most similar to the spectra of the LR-MS
image. PNN+ produced the lowest value in terms of Ds. This shows that the
spatial details reconstructed by PNN+ are the most similar to the spatial details
of the pansharpening image. GDD performed better than the other methods in
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Fig. 8: The reconstructed images of the no-flash image with the help of the flash
image.
terms of QNR. GDD properly balanced the tradeoff between spectral and spatial
resolution, which led to the better value of QNR.
Table 2: Average results of different image scenes for pansharpening. Synthetic
represents evaluation with reference at lower resolution. Real represents evalu-
ation with no reference at original resolution. ↓ shows lower is better while ↑
shows higher is better.
BDSD MTF-GLP SIRF DRPNN PanNet PNN PNN+ DIP GDD
Synthetic
Q8↑ 0.8879 0.9074 0.8935 0.9144 0.9164 0.9073 0.9231 0.9171 0.9469
SA↓ 5.9425 5.4838 5.9248 5.3690 5.4475 6.5587 5.7963 4.6514 4.0254
ERGAS↓ 4.6554 4.1339 3.9836 3.6549 3.9762 4.1547 3.7432 3.5274 2.6879
SCC↑ 0.9071 0.9021 0.8970 0.9316 0.8868 0.9131 0.9048 0.8965 0.9418
Real
QNR↑ 0.9077 0.9157 0.9071 0.8648 0.8833 0.9253 0.9492 0.9446 0.9517
Dλ↓ 0.0423 0.0391 0.0538 0.0320 0.0574 0.0316 0.0250 0.0188 0.0202
Ds↓ 0.0531 0.0469 0.0414 0.1066 0.0629 0.0447 0.0264 0.0374 0.0288
5.3 Denoising
In this section, the reconstruction of a flash image with the help of a no-flash
image was addressed to show another application of GDD. The no-flash image
acquires an image under ambient illumination where the image can be noisy
because of the low-light conditions [29]. However, the flash image acquires an
image under artificial light where the image is noise-free and the spatial details of
the image are recorded. However, the lighting characteristics are unnatural, and
unwanted shadows or artifacts may be produced in the flash image. The objective
of this application is to reconstruct a clean no-flash image using the features
of a flash image. In this application, true reference data cannot be available.
Although an image with long exposure may be used as a reference [29], the
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magnitude or characteristics of illumination are not necessarily the same as those
of the true reference. In this study, the reconstructed images are qualitatively
evaluated according to [34]. In [34], DIP that uses the flash image as an input
and the no-flash image as an output was successfully applied to the problem. We
qualitatively examined if the architecture used in GDD was as effective as DIP.
Fig. 8 shows that the reconstructed images of the no-flash image. DIP and
GDD removed the artifacts more clearly than the joint bilateral method (JB) [29].
GDD produced more explicit boundaries of the image than DIP while preserving
the natural colors of the image. This shows that GDD performed at least as well
as DIP for the no-flash image reconstruction.
6 Conclusion
We proposed an unsupervised image fusion method that was based on GDD.
GDD is a network architecture-based regularizer and can be used to solve dif-
ferent image fusion problems that have been independently studied so far. The
network architecture can better exploit spatial details and semantic features of
a guidance image. This is achieved by considering an encoder-decoder network
that extracts spatial details and semantic features of a guidance image. The
multi-scale attention gates enable the extracted semantic features to guide a
deep decoder network that generates an output image. This approach achieved
the SOTA performance in the different image fusion problems. It pushes the
boundaries of the current studies that address only one specific problem. The
promising results open up the possibility of a network architecture-based prior
that can be used for general purpose including various image fusion problems.
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